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Intersectionality refers to the interconnection of social organizations, such as gender

and race, that create interdependent systems of disadvantage. This paper introduces

intersectionality in individual decision making, analyzing the phenomenon in a setting

without interaction between agents. I extend the model presented in Liqui Lung (2022)

to analyze agents with multidimensional social identities. I show how an intersectional

lens sheds light on choice behavior and inequalities that are not visible when using a

one-dimensional perspective on social identity. I discuss the effects of social constraints,

such as stigmatization, and use the framework to analyze the effects of affirmative action

policy on choice behavior. I show how an intersectional view leads to novel insights that

are important for the development of the adequate policies to achieve diversity and fight

harmful stereotypes.
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1 Introduction

The term ‘intersectionality’ was first introduced by Kimberlé Crenshaw to discuss the

fact that discrimination on the labor market towards women and people of color interacts,

disadvantaging women of color more than white women or men of color (Crenshaw, 1991).

The concept is now more broadly used, and the Oxford dictionary defines the term as

‘the interconnected nature of social organizations, such as race, class, age and gender

creating overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination and disadvantage’.

The inequalities associated to intersectionality that are currently studied are always

induced by some type of interaction between agents, resulting in discrimination and

differences in material benefits and socio-economic opportunities (Yuval-Davis (2006),

Cassan and Vandewalle (2021), Hughes (2011)). This paper shows how intersectionality

also plays a role in individual decision making, a setting in which there is no interaction

between agents. Specifically, I extend the model in Liqui Lung (2022) to analyze how

social context affects belief formation and choice behavior of agents with multidimen-

sional social identities. I show how an intersectional view on social groups sheds light

on novel insights, and discuss how these insights are important for the development of

the policies necessary to fight harmful stereotypes and achieve diversity.

The paper analyzes a model in which the effect of social context on belief formation

is determined endogenously, without assuming that social context directly affects utility

or preferences, nor that social context contains any relevant information for decision

making. Agents choose between undertaking a Competitive task or a Non-Competitive

outside option. The probability of success of the outside option is known and the same for

all agents. The Competitive task has a probability of success that depends on individual-

specific characteristics. The key assumption in the model is that agents only have a noisy

perception of their individual-specific probability of success.

The novelty in this paper is that agents are described by a social type that is com-

posed of multiple observable characteristics, that can represent for example an agent’s

gender, race or social class. Agents observe social identity cues that stem from the preva-

lence of a certain subgroup among the successful individuals in social context. These

subgroups can be based on a single observable characteristic or a social type. Because

all characteristics are independently distributed from the individual-specific probability

of success of the Competitive task, these social identity cues are irrelevant in a Bayesian

sense. I nevertheless envision agents that have an imperfect idea about their environ-

ment, and think that using their social context could be useful to form a belief about

their individual-specific probability of success. Agents choose from a family of subjective
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belief-formation processes. These processes are either based solely on their noisy per-

ception, or are such that their noisy perception is influenced by a certain social identity

cue in a direction contingent on the agent’s observable type. In other words, when an

agent belongs to the socially more successful group according to a certain cue, this cue

leads to an optimistic interpretation of her noisy perception in belief formation, while

vice versa for agents belonging to the socially less successful group.

Agents derive utility from being successful, and they choose a task to maximize

subjective expected utility. The choices of subjective belief formation induce choices of

tasks, and, at the aggregate level, these choices of tasks give rise to social identity cues. I

use a static solution concept to study the mutually stable choices of subjective beliefs and

tasks in this dynamic process. Specifically, agents choose their belief formation according

to an individual optimality criterion that states that a subjective belief formation process

is optimal when it maximizes expected utility on average over all possible realizations of

the agent’s noisy perception. Consequently, I analyze the existence and stability of the

fixed points in the social identity cues induced by these individually optimal strategies.

The main idea of the model is that the multidimensionality of social identity increases

the set of possible belief formation processes. Furthermore, agents choose their belief-

formation process according to a fitness criterion. This implies that agents have a certain

degree of control to focus on specific dimensions of their social identity, while possibly

ignoring another dimension1. I analyze the behavior of agents in two different settings.

In the first setting, agents are not constrained in their choice of social identity cues in

belief formation. In the second setting, I analyze the effects of various social constraints

that limit an agent’s ability to ignore certain dimensions of her social identity.

As in Liqui Lung (2022), social identity cues that are irrelevant in a Bayesian sense,

become useful when their use in belief formation generates a bias towards the welfare-

maximizing choice of task. Additionally, I show that, when multiple social identity

cues have this property, agents should use the cue that generates the strongest bias in

the correct direction. This sheds light on how agents endogenously determine which

dimensions of social identity affect belief formation as a function of their exogenously

specified social type, their social context and their underlying ability.

The idea that agents choose to focus on a certain dimension of social identity to

increase utility also appears in other decision-making settings. Atkin et al. (2021) shows

how ethnic and religious identities in India are determined by group status, group salience

1This idea is related to the concept of ‘agency’ in sociology. Agency is defined as a situated form
of subjective action characterized by the encounter, on the one hand, between individual intentionality,
value orientations, aspirations and resistances, capacity to give meaning to action and definitions of
reality, and on the other hand, the constraints of the social and material environment (Rebughini, 2021).
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and the market cost of following a group’s prescribed behaviors. Shayo (2009) discusses

how group identification is driven by group status and perceived similarity along the

different dimensions of social identities, where people prefer groups with a higher social

status. Jia and Persson (2019) shows how the choice of ethnicity for children in ethnically

mixed marriages in China is driven by the interaction between material benefits that can

only be received when belonging to certain minority groups, and existing social norms

of following the father’s identity. People also manipulate their identity when this works

to their advantage. Qian and Nix (2015) shows how the rate at which black Americans

were ‘passing’ as white was correlated with geographical relocation to communities with

higher percentages of whites, and with better political, economic and social opportunities

for whites relative to blacks. Cassan (2015) similarly shows how the Punjab alienation

of land act led to a movement of identity-manipulation

Because of the noisy perception of their individual-specific probability of success,

agents can make two types of mistake. First, they may choose to undertake the Compet-

itive task, while this is not their welfare-maximizing choice. Second, they may choose to

not undertake the Competitive task, while this is in fact their welfare-maximizing choice.

The key insight of this paper is that we can distinguish two categories of social types.

First, there are mixed social types, who belong to the socially more successful group ac-

cording to one observable characteristic, while they belong to the socially less successful

group according to the other characteristic. Secondly, there are one-sided social types,

who belong to either the socially more or less successful group along the lines of both

observable characteristics. Agents with the latter social type belonging to the socially

less successful group can only bias their noisy perception downwards, while agents with

a one-sided social type belonging to the socially more successful group can only bias

their noisy perception upwards. Agents with mixed social types have the option to bias

their noisy perception both upwards and downwards. They can therefore decrease the

likelihood of making both types of mistake. Consequently, agents with mixed social

types have on average a higher expected utility than agents with one-sided social types.

I use two approaches to analyze choice behavior at the aggregate level. A One-

dimensional lens aggregates agents along the lines of one observable characteristic. An

Intersectional lens aggregates agents along the lines of social types. A One-dimensional

lens shows that agents belonging to the socially more or less successful group according

to a single dimension of social identity have on average a similar potential to improve

decision making. They are nevertheless more likely to make a different type of mistake.

This asymmetry drives differences in choice behavior between these two social groups.

An Intersectional lens shows nevertheless that not all agents within a one-dimensional
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subgroup have the same potential to improve decision making. Specifically, while agents

with a mixed social type have a similar probability to choose the Competitive task,

this probability is larger for agents with the socially more successful one-sided social

type, while smaller for agents with the socially less successful one-sided social type. An

Intersectional lens sheds therefore light on inequalities that are not visible with a One-

dimensional lens, and shows that differences in choice behavior along the lines of socially

more and less successful subgroups are driven by agents with a one-sided social type.

Consequently, I show the existence of a population equilibrium in which a priori iden-

tical individuals with different social types end up choosing different tasks. Differences

in choice behavior across subgroups can therefore be persistent. When this is the case,

agents with a one-sided social type that belong to the socially more successful group are

most overrepresented among the successful individuals, while agents with a one-sided

social type that belong to the socially less successful group are most underrepresented.

The relative advantage that agents with mixed social types have over agents with

one-sided social types can disappear when agents are constrained in their choice of

social identity cue. The first type of constraint I analyze is such that agents are unable

to ignore one dimension of their social identity in belief formation, which I refer to as

‘stigmatization’. Agents with a mixed social type can now no longer correct for both

types of mistakes. This brings their potential to improve decision making to a similar

level as the potential of agents with one-sided social types. Furthermore, this constraint

increases differences in choice behavior along the lines of the stigmatized dimension of

social identity, while it decreases the differences in choice behavior along the lines of the

non-stigmatized dimension. The second type of constraint I consider is such that agents

cannot ignore any dimension of their social identity in belief formation. This constraint

captures a setting in which agents are only able to identify with agents having the same

social type2. Similarly, this constraint takes away the ability of agents with a mixed

social type to potentially correct for both two types of mistake.

Finally, I use the framework to analyze the effects of affirmative action policy on

choice behavior. I show how a quota targeting one dimension of social identity can have

the undesirable effect of increasing differences in choice behavior along the lines of other

dimensions of social identity. Moreover, in the face of social constraints, a quota may

have very little effects. This is in line with the empirical results of for example Hughes

(2011), Folke et al. (2015) and Tan (2014). On the other hand, when the quota affects

agents with one-sided social types, this can reduce differences in choice behavior along

2This point is raised by Crenshaw (1991), who writes about how black women often have difficulty
to identity with women in general, specifically white women.
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multiple dimensions of social identity simultaneously. This is in line with Cassan and

Vandewalle (2021), who show how a gender quota in India affects the representation along

the gender and caste dimension simultaneously, because women’s political participation

is correlated with belonging to a low caste. Finally, I show how affirmative action policy

could hurt individual decision making and decrease aggregate welfare, and suggest how

this policy could be complemented with informational policies.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model3. Section 3

presents the results in the absence of any constraints, while section 4 discusses the effects

of different types of social constraints. Section 5 analyzes the effects of affirmative action

policy. Finally, section 6 concludes. All formal proofs can be found in the Appendix.

2 The Model

2.1 The Environment

I consider a society with i = 1, ..., N agents, with N arbitrarily large. Each agent

i chooses an action ai ∈ {C,NC}, where C and NC represent classes of tasks of a

Competitive and a Non-Competitive type. The outcome of ai can be either ‘success’ or

‘failure’ and is represented by the variable Yi ∈ {1, 0}. The probability of success for

a Competitive task depends on an agent’s individual characteristics. This probability is

represented by the continuous variable α ∈ [0, 1], and is distributed over the population

following a distribution fα. For each agent i, the probability of a successful outcome

Yi = 1 conditional on choosing the Competitive task is fixed and given by,

p(Yi = 1|ai = C) = αi (1)

The Non-Competitive task has a probability of success γ ∈ [0, 1] that is known and the

same for all agents. Therefore, for all i,

p(Yi = 1|ai = NC) = γ (2)

More generally, γ can be interpreted as the attractiveness of the Non-Competitive task

relative to the Competitive task. Agents make a series of choices during their lifetime

between Non-Competitive tasks and Competitive tasks of which the probability of suc-

cess depends on similar individual characteristics. For example, αi may be related to a

person’s mathematical ability or leadership qualities. Although it is realistic to assume

3The exposition of the model follows Liqui Lung (2022), where I extend this model by introducing
multi-dimensional social identities.
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that α and γ vary slightly from choice set to choice set, the main insights of this model

can also be transmitted with a simpler and more parsimonious model. Therefore, in the

following, I assume that the variables αi and γ are fixed over an agent’s lifetime4.

Noisy Belief Formation - The main assumption in the model is that αi is unobservable,

and agents only have a noisy perception or belief α̂i regarding their own probability of

success αi. I assume this belief stems from a noisy inference process that is unbiased,

but always incomplete. Therefore, I pose that α̂i stems from a distribution gαi with

E(α̂i) = αi. The assumption that the noisy belief is unbiased can be challenged, but the

objective of this assumption is to show that a systematic bias in the individual-specific

belief formation process is not the mechanism that drives the results in this model.

The Social Context - Each agent is described by multiple observable characteristics that

can represent a wide array of items, such as the agent’s gender, ethnicity, social class

or age. These observable characteristics are public information, meaning that both the

agent herself and all other agents in the society can observe them. To simplify to expo-

sition of this model, I assume each agent has a social type Θi = (θki )k∈{A,B}, which is a

vector of two binary5 observable characteristics θki ∈ X = {0, 1}. Let x ∈ {0, 1} denote

a possible realization of θki , and let t ∈ T = {11, 10, 01, 00} be a possible realization of

the social type Θi. Consequently, pkx is the fraction of the population with observable

characteristic θk = x, and pt is the fraction of the population with social type Θ = t.

Each agent i is fully described by (αi,Θi). To isolate the mechanism through which

social identity affects choice behavior in this model, I assume that the probabilities αi

and the social types Θi are independently distributed over the population. Furthermore,

to simplify the exposition of the model, I also assume that the observable characteristics

θki are independently distributed over the population.6

Agents have access to public data. This public data consists of the outcome variables

and the observable characteristics of other agents that have made a similar choice at

some earlier point in time. Society typically structures public information. For the ex-

position of the model, I assume agents focus on the fraction of successful individuals in

the Competitive task that have an observable characteristic, or social type in common,

among all successful individuals in this task7.

4See Liqui Lung (2022) Section 5.2 for a discussion regarding the consequences of this simplification.
5The model can also account for non-binary observable characteristics.
6See Section 3.4 for a discussion on the implications of correlated observable characteristics.
7See Liqui Lung (2022) for a discussion about the effects of different structures on information.
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Let N k
C,x = {i ∈ N, θki = x, ai = C} be the set of agents with θki = x that have

chosen the Competitive task. Similarly, let NC,t = {i ∈ N,Θi = t, ai = C} be the set

of agents with social type Θi = t that have chosen the Competitive task. Finally, let

NC = {i ∈ N, ai = C} be the set of all agents that have chosen the Competitive task,

which implies N k
C,x,NC,t ⊂ NC . Society then provides the statistics,

πkx =

∑
i∈N kC,x

Yi∑
i∈NC Yi

πt =

∑
i∈NC,t Yi∑
i∈NC Yi

for all k ∈ {A,B}, x ∈ {0, 1} and t ∈ {11, 10, 01, 00}. These are the fractions of suc-

cessful individuals with characteristic θki = x or social type Θi = t among all successful

individuals that have chosen the Competitive task8. I call the fractions πkx and πt the

‘social identity cues’ for agents with social type Θi = (θAi , θ
B
i ). Furthermore, I will refer

to the fractions πkx as ‘one-dimensional social identity cues’, while I will refer to the frac-

tions πt as ‘two-dimensional social identity cues’. The social context of the population

is defined as the vector Π = (πt)t∈T . Because αi,Θi and θki are independently dis-

tributed over the population, this social context contains no relevant information about

the individual-specific probability of success when undertaking a Competitive task. In-

stead, I introduce the option to agents to bias their noisy belief α̂i using this public data.

Subjective Belief Formation - I model agents that have an imperfect idea about their

economic environment and think that using their social context could possibly be useful

to form a belief about their probability of success αi. Consequently, I introduce a family

of belief formation processes with which agents form a subjective belief p̂i about their

probability of success of a Competitive task αi, and I assume agents have some discretion

in finding out which belief formation process suits them best. Specifically, I have the

following story in mind. Assume that agents have a natural ‘urge’ to look at others like

them when they are not sure what to do, and people have the option to either Repress

or Not Repress this urge. Furthermore, agents can decide whether they consider others

like them to be defined as agents with their same observable characteristic θAi , their

observable characteristic θBi or as agents with their entire social type Θi.

8The fact that agents only consider the successful individuals that have chosen the task captures the
survivors bias (Denrell, 2003). This bias does not drive the results.
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To simplify the exposition of the model, I first focus on agents that can only define

other like them along the lines of a single characteristic9. Consequently, agents choose

a strategy σi ∈ {A,B,R} that results in a belief about αi equal to p̂σii ∈ {p̂Ai , p̂Bi , p̂Ri }.
Specifically, let η be a ‘response function’ that is non-decreasing, such that,

η(π, p) =


> 1 if π > p

1 if π = p

< 1 if π < p

(3)

and let ηk,x ≡ η(πkx, p
k
x). Then,

p̂σii =

α̂i if σi = R

ηk,xα̂i if σi ∈ {A,B}
(4)

In other words, depending on whether agents let their belief-formation process be influ-

enced by social context, their subjective belief can take three values10. With a subjective

Bayesian interpretation in mind, σi = R corresponds to a world view in which private

and observable characteristics are uncorrelated, while σi 6= R, corresponds to a world

view in which private and observable characteristics are correlated, with (πkx, p
k
x) inform-

ing about the sign and strength of that correlation11. When choosing σi 6= R, the agent

biases her noisy belief α̂i in the direction contingent on her social type. When the agent’s

chosen subgroup is overrepresented among the successful individuals at the Competitive

task in the society, the use of social identity cues in the belief-formation process leads

to an optimistic interpretation of the noisy belief α̂, while this leads to a pessimistic

interpretation of the noisy belief when the agent’s chosen subgroup is underrepresented

among the successful individuals in the society12.

Subjective Utility Maximization - Agents derive utility from being successful. The utility

function can therefore be represented by ui = Yi. Each agent chooses her action ai to

maximize E(ui) given her subjective belief p̂σi . Consequently, she chooses the Compet-

itive task if and only if p̂σi > γ. One could say therefore that agents are subjectively

9Section 3.3 discusses the effects of agents also using two-dimensional social identity cues.
10I don’t model the agent’s exact thought process leading to the possible beliefs. The objective is not

to propose a particular functional form, nor to root it in a specific subjective Bayesian model, but to
investigate how properties of the response function are conductive to the phenomenon I mean to describe.

11In this case, the model could be interpreted as agents making an attribution error.
12In the specific case where the social identity cues are equal to the corresponding population fractions,

all strategies are equivalent.
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rational given the process that determines their subjective beliefs. Furthermore, the

model allows for two different interpretations. One interpretation is that the instrument

σi mechanically alters the agents’ subjective belief p̂σi , where p̂σii ∈ {p̂Ai , p̂Bi , p̂Ri }. An-

other interpretation is that agents have the option to use the social identity cue to alter

choice in a direction contingent on their observable type. Formally, subjective expected

utility maximization implies that the agent is effectively comparing thresholds, such that

agent i chooses a = C if and only if α̂i > γi, where

γi =

γ when σi = R

γ
ηk,x

when σi ∈ {A,B}
(5)

The use of the social identity cue in the belief-formation process implies that the agent

inflates or deflates the threshold for α̂ above which she thinks she is ‘good enough’ to

undertake the Competitive task. The strategy set can therefore also be directly specified

as the choice set in terms of γi. This choice set is different for agents with different social

types, which will be the key driver of the equilibrium results.

2.2 The Solution Concept

Whether agents will let social context affect their beliefs will affect their choice of task.

This choice behavior will lead to outcomes that induce social identity cues. These social

identity cues again affect the way agents form subjective beliefs. To tractably capture

the fixed points of such a dynamic process, I use a static solution concept in which I

assume that, given a social context, agents choose their strategy σ according to its fit-

ness value. This fitness is determined by an individual optimality criterion I will specify

and justify below. I then define a population equilibrium as a fixed point in the social

context that is induced by individually optimal strategy choices. This solution concept

is in line with the view that the optimal choice of the strategy σ arises from a learning

process that operates faster than the dynamics in the social context, where the learning

of the optimal strategy happens during the lifetime of an agent through her experience

with similar tasks, while changes in the social context of a specific task arise from agents

belonging to different generations making this specific choice of task once in their lifetime.
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Individual Optimality - Let Φα,t,σi,Π = P (a = C|α, t, σi,Π) be the induced probability

that an agent with α and social type Θi = t playing strategy σi given a social context

Π chooses the Competitive task. Then,

Φα,t,σi,Π = P (p̂σi > γ|α) (6)

This probability Φ is determined objectively conditional on the choice of strategy σi.

From an outsiders perspective, the expected pay-off for agent i with αi and Θi = t

playing σi given Π over all possible realizations of α̂ is,

Vi(σi) = αΦα,t,σi,Π + γ(1− Φα,t,σi,Π) (7)

with σi ∈ {A,B,R}. Individual optimality can then be defined as follows.

DEFINITION 1 (Individual Optimality): The strategy σ∗i is optimal for the agent from

an individual perspective when,

σ∗i = argmax
σi

Vi(σi)

Individual optimality means that an agent uses her social identity cue to maximize her

expected pay-off on average over all possible realizations of α̂i. The fitness value of a

strategy σ is therefore determined by an agent’s type (α,Θ) and the social context Π.

I assume that agents can compare Vi(R), Vi(A) and Vi(B) and choose their strategy σi

according to the individual optimality criterion. This assumption can be justified with

the view that agents have learned their optimal strategy from their own experience with

similar tasks in a similar social context through for example reinforcement learning or a

sampling process. The true probability αi determines the outcomes the agent observes

in this process, which enables her to learn whether it is optimal to use social identity

cues without precise knowledge of the relationship between her choice of strategy, choice

of task and the observed outcome13. One could say that agents are boundedly rational

in the sense that not all belief formation processes can be compared, meaning not all

possible functions of α̂ and πkx. This aspect of bounded rationality should be considered

as a modelling device that helps to keep the model parsimonious14.

13The idea is that, although I make the simplifying assumption that α and γ are fixed throughout the
lifetime of an agent, for each choice, agents receive a new realization of the belief α̂i.

14Because of the simplifying assumption that α and γ are fixed, if agents could compare all such belief
formation processes, they would behave as a Bayesian and choose a = C when α > γ. Because α, Θ and
the observable characteristics are independently distributed, a Bayesian analysis would be degenerate in
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Population Equilibrium - Let σ be the collection of σi. Because N is arbitrarily large,

each collection of strategies σ and social context Π generate choices and successes that

in turn generate public data Π̃ such that,

π̃t(σ,Π) =
pt
∫
αΦα,t,σ,Πf(α)dα∑

t∈T pt
∫
αΦα,t,σ,Πf(α)dα

(8)

where f(α) is the probability density function of α and π̃t(σ,Π) is the social identity cue

induced by strategies σ and a social context Π. An equilibrium in the model can now

be defined as follows.

DEFINITION 2 (Population Equilibrium): A pair of strategies and a social context

{σ,Π} constitutes a population equilibrium, when σ = σ∗ for all agents given Π, and

when Π is such that,

Π = Π̃(σ,Π) (9)

A population equilibrium arises therefore when all agents play their optimal strategy

given their social context, and when these strategy choices induce a fixed point in the

social context.

3 Results

3.1 Multidimensional Identities and Individual Choice Behavior

Agents choose whether social context influences belief formation. Furthermore, when

they let their social identity cues play a role, they choose to focus on the subgroup that

either has their observable characteristic θA, or their characteristic θB in common. In

the following example, I illustrate what belief formation looks like when agents choose

their strategy according to the individual optimality criterion specified in Definition 1.

Example - Consider a high school in which students choose to enter a math competition

(C) or a competition that tests a mix of abilities (NC). Students observe the previous

pool of successful students in this competition, and see their gender and whether they are

Asian or not. Let gender be represented by θA ∈ {1, 0}, where θA = 1 represents being

male. Let being Asian or not be represented by θB ∈ {1, 0}, where θB = 1 represents

this case. The model shows therefore the difference with a Bayesian model, by analysing whether, when
agents are not able to draw all inferences given the structure of the model, this can open the door for
agents to use information that is irrelevant, but that could still improve decision making.
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being Asian. Furthermore, for simplicity, assume that pt = pt′ for all t, t′ ∈ T . Finally,

let the current social context be such that πk0 < πk1 for k ∈ {A,B} and πA1 = πB1 . In

other words, Asian and male students are relatively overrepresented to the same degree

in the previous cohort of successful students, while non-Asian and female students are

relatively underrepresented to the same degree.

Figure 1 shows the choices of belief formation this social context offers to a non-Asian

male student. On the axis, you can find the thresholds γi that follow from the strategies

σi ∈ {A,B,R}, while the arrows show the probabilities Φα,t,σi,Π with which the student

enters the math competition induced by each strategy σi given the social context Π.

P (p̂A
i > �)

P (p̂B
i > �)

P (p̂R
i > �)

�
⌘B,0

�
⌘A,1

�0 1
↵̂

1

Figure 1: The probabilities to choose a = C induced by σi ∈ {A,B,R} for an agent with type t = 10

Consider first a non-Asian male student with α > γ. To maximize expected utility, this

student should enter the math competition. When he represses the use of social identity

cues in belief formation, he will choose this option for all realizations of α̂ > γ. When

he uses social identity cues in belief formation, and focusses only on the non-Asian suc-

cessful students from the previous cohort, he will choose to enter the competition for all

realizations α̂ > γ
ηB,0

. Figure 1 shows that this decreases the likelihood he chooses his

welfare-maximizing option. When he focusses on all successful male students, he will

choose to enter the competition for all realizations α̂ > γ
ηA,1

. This strategy increases

the probability Φα,t,σi,Π. According to the individual optimality criterion, a non-Asian

male student with α > γ should therefore believe that being a male student increases his

chances of success in the competition, while he should disregard the fact that non-Asian

students are underrepresented among the successful students in the previous cohort.
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On the other hand, a non-Asian male student with α < γ should not enter the math

competition. The social identity cue based on all non-Asian students biases his own

noisy perception in the welfare-maximizing direction. Therefore, according to the indi-

vidual optimality criterion, a non-Asian male student with α < γ should believe that

being non-Asian decreases his chances of success in a math competition, and disregard

the fact that male students are overrepresented among those that were successful in the

previous cohort. A similar reasoning can be applied to determine the optimal strategies

of Asian male students, Asian female students and non-Asian female students.

Define ηt = maxk ηk,x and η
t

= mink ηk,x. Similarly, let κt = argmaxk ηk,x and κt =

argmink ηk,x. Then, these results can be generalized as follows.

PROPOSITION 1 (Individually Optimal Belief Formation): Consider an agent with

social type Θi. For agents with α > γ, σ∗i = κt if and only if ηt > 1. Otherwise, σ∗ = R.

For agents with α < γ, σ∗i = κt if and only if η
t
< 1. Otherwise, σ∗ = R.

Social identity cues give agents the option to nudge beliefs in a particular direction

determined by social context. Proposition 1 shows that, when only using social identity

cues when this biases beliefs towards the welfare-maximizing task, agents can improve

decision making on average. Furthermore, when multiple social identity cues bias beliefs

in the correct direction, it is optimal for agents to focus on the cue that induces the

strongest bias in beliefs. This shows how, in a specific choice setting, agents endoge-

nously determine which dimensions of social identity affect belief formation as a function

of their exogenously specified social type, their social context and their underlying ability.

3.2 Aggregate Choice Behavior across Social Groups

The individual choice behavior induced by Proposition 1 can be aggregated in two dif-

ferent ways. First, we can aggregate this data while creating social groups along the

lines of single observable characteristics, such as male versus female students. Secondly,

we can aggregate this data while creating social groups along the lines of the different

social types, resulting in Asian male students, Non-Asian male students, Asian female

students and non-Asian female students. Definition 3 defines these different approaches

as using a One-dimensional lens and an Intersectional lens.
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DEFINITION 3: The effect of social context on decision making at the aggregate level

can be evaluated using the following approaches:

• One-dimensional lens: aggregating data by creating social groups defined along

the lines of one observable characteristic θk

• Intersectional lens: aggregating data by creating social groups defined along the

lines of social types t

In the following, I evaluate the effects of the optimal individual choice behavior implied

by Proposition 1 at the aggregate level, while aggregating data using these two different

approaches. This enables me to show how using an Intersectional Lens sheds light on

asymmetries and inequalities that are invisible when using a One-Dimensional lens.

3.2.1 Potential to Improve Decision Making

An agent’s noisy perception α̂i of her true probability αi can cause her to make two

types of mistakes. Either, she chooses the Non-Competitive task while α > γ, or she

chooses the Competitive task while α < γ. She could decrease the likelihood of making

these mistakes by nudging her beliefs in the direction of her welfare-maximizing choice

with the use of her social identity cues. The degree to which she is able to decrease

this likelihood depends on the strength and direction of the bias induced by her possible

strategies σi given the current social context Π. To capture this potential to improve

decision making, I define the following measures for agents with Θi = t. Let,

D+
t = max(ηt − 1, 0) (10)

be the potential to increase the likelihood of choosing the Competitive task when α > γ,

and

D−t = max(1− η
t
, 0) (11)

be the potential to increase the likelihood of choosing the Non-Competitive task when

α < γ. At the optimal strategies, these measures D+
t and D−t are positively correlated

with the welfare of agents with Θi = t. I illustrate what these measures look like for

agents with different social types with the use of the running example.

Example - Consider again the setting in which high school students choose whether

to enter a math competition or some mixed ability competition. Table 1 evaluates D+
t

and D−t for agents with Θi = t.
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t D+
t D−t

11 Positive 0
00 0 Positive

10 Positive Positive

01 Positive Positive

Table 1: The potential to improve decision making for each social type Θi = t

Table 1 shows that Asian male students can only increase the likelihood of choosing to

enter the math competition when α > γ, while non-Asian female students can only in-

crease the likelihood of choosing not to enter the math competition when α < γ. Asian

female students and non-Asian male students, on the other hand, have the ability to

decrease the likelihood of making both types of mistake. These students are therefore

on average more likely to choose their welfare-maximizing task than Asian male students

and non-Asian female students.

This example sheds light on one of the main insights of the model, namely that we can

divide the set of social types T into two different categories. These different categories

play a key role in determining aggregate choice behavior, and are defined in Definition 4.

DEFINITION 4: For a given social context Π we define two categories of social types Θ:

• A social type Θ is mixed, when η
t
< 1 < ηt

• A social type Θ is one-sided, when η
t
> 1 or ηt < 1

Using this definition, we can generalize the results from the example. Specifically, an

intersectional lens sheds light on the following asymmetries.

PROPOSITION 2 (Potential to Improve Decision Making): Simultaneous asymmetry

πkx 6= pkx along the lines of the observable characteristics θA and θB leads to inequalities

in the potential to improve decision making across the different social types Θ = t with

t ∈ T . Specifically, agents with mixed social types have more potential to improve deci-

sion making than agents with one-sided social types, which leads to an on average higher

expected utility for agents with mixed social types.

Proposition 2 shows how the multidimensionality of social identity only reinforces the

potential to improve decision making for agents with mixed social types, while it provides

no extra benefits for agents with one-sided social types. Intersectionality in individual
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decision making therefore disadvantages agents with one-sided social types relative to

agents with a mixed social type.

Example - Let us now aggregate agents with a One-Dimensional lens along the lines

of gender15. We obtain the potential to improve decision making of male students by

aggregating this potential of Asian and non-Asian male students. Asian male students

only have D+
t > 0, while for non-Asian male students both measures are positive. We

obtain the potential to improve decision making of female students in a similar manner.

Non-Asian female students only have D−t > 0, while both measures are positive for

Asian female students. This shows that, on average, male and female students have a

similar potential to correct for the possible mistakes they can make. The fact that there

are inequalities in decision making across different types of male and female students is

therefore only visible with the use of an Intersectional lens. This section shows therefore

how analyzing data with an Intersectional lens sheds light on additional insights, that

are not visible when using a One-Dimensional lens.

Although the potential to improve decision making across male and female students

is similar, there is an asymmetry. On average, there are more male students that are

potentially able to correct for the mistake of choosing not to enter the math competition

while α > γ. On the other hand, there are on average more female students that are

potentially able to correct for the mistake of choosing to enter this competition while

α < γ. This asymmetry will play an important role in determining aggregate choice be-

havior across social groups. An Intersectional lens shows how this asymmetry is driven

by the behavior of agents with one-sided social types.

3.2.2 Aggregate Choice Behavior across Social Groups

The inequalities and asymmetries in the potential to improve decision making across

social types affect aggregate choice behavior. Specifically, they do not only determine

the number of agents with a certain social type Θ = t that chooses the Competitive task,

but also their average success rate conditional on choosing this task.

Selection and Population Effects - The behavior implied by Proposition 1 induces prob-

abilities Φα,t,σ∗i ,Π
with which agents choose the Competitive task. In the following exam-

ple, I illustrate how differences in these probabilities across agents with different types

(α, t) drive differences in choice behavior and average success rates across social groups.

15An analysis along the lines of being Asian leads to similar insights.
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Example - Let si ∈ {0, 1}, where si = 1 when αi > γ. Let p̂σi(si, ti) be the belief

of an agent with (si, ti) playing σi. Figure 2 shows the induced probabilities with which

agents enter the math competition. All male students and all Asian students with α > γ

focus on the social identity cue based on the representation of respectively male and

Asian students among those that were successful in the previous cohort. They therefore

enter the math competition for all realizations of α̂ > γ
ηk,1

with k ∈ {A,B}. Their prob-

ability of entering the competition is represented by the top arrows. Students that are

both Asian and male are indifferent between using πA1 or πB1 . Non-Asian female students

with α > γ do not take their social identity cues into account, and enter the math com-

petition for all realizations of α̂ > γ. Similar for Asian male students with α < γ. Their

induced probabilities to enter the math competition are represented by the middle two

arrows. Finally, both all non-Asian students and all female students with α < γ focus on

the social identity cue based on the representation of respectively non-Asian and female

students among those that were successful in the previous cohort. They therefore enter

the math competition for all realizations of α̂ > γ
ηk,0

with k ∈ {A,B}. Their probability

of entering the competition is represented by the lower two arrows. Students that are

both non-Asian and female are indifferent between using πA0 and πB0 .

We first analyze the aggregate choice behavior with a One-Dimensional lens. To il-

lustrate the results, I aggregate the data along the lines of gender, but aggregating data

along the lines of being Asian would lead to similar insights. Figure 2 shows that male

students have on average a larger probability to enter the competition than female stu-

dents. This is driven by the fact that more male students can increase the likelihood

to enter the math competition when α > γ, while more female students are able to

increase the likelihood of not entering the math competition when α < γ. Because the

population is arbitrarily large, these probabilities translate into population fractions.

Therefore, when male students are overrepresented among the successful students in the

previous cohort, this induces more male students to choose to enter the competition than

female students. At the same time, Figure 2 shows that female students enter the math

competition for on average higher values of α̂ than male students. Because α̂ is unbi-

ased, this implies that, conditional on entering the math competition, female students

have on average a higher success rate than male students. Because α and the observable

characteristics are independently distributed over the population, this selection effect

does not reverse the order on the social identity cues πk1 and πk0 . The population and

selection effects are generalized in Corollary 1.
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Figure 2: The induced probabilities for agents to choose a = C implied by Proposition 1

COROLLARY 1.1 (One-Dimensional Lens): For any observable characteristic θk such

that πkx > pkx, we have population effect Φα,t:θk=x,σ∗i ,Π
> Φα,t:θk=x′,σ∗i ,Π

and a selection

effect E(α|a = C, t : θk = x) < E(α|a = C, t : θk = x′). These effects are such that the

order on πkx and πkx′ will not be reversed for any k ∈ {A,B}.

An analysis with an Intersectional lens sheds light on what drives these one-dimensional

selection and population effects. I illustrate the intersectional selection and population

effects in the running example below.

Example - Figure 2 shows that Asian male students have on average the largest in-

duced probability to enter the math competition. When they have α > γ, they are

able to increase the likelihood of entering the math competition, but when they have

α < γ, they cannot decrease the likelihood they mistakenly enter this competition. Non-

Asian male and Asian female students have on average the second largest probability

to enter the math competition. They can use their social identity cues to decrease the

likelihood of making both types of mistake. Non-Asian female students have on average

the smallest probability to enter the math competition, since they can only decrease

the likelihood they mistakenly enter the competition when having α < γ, but cannot

increase the likelihood of entering the competition when having α > γ. These different

induced probabilities to enter the math competition induce intersectional population

effects, such that

Φα,11,σ∗i ,Π
> Φα,10,σ∗i ,Π

= Φα,01,σ∗i ,Π
> Φα,00,σ∗i ,Π

(12)
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and consequently intersectional selection effects, such that

E(α|a = C, t = 11) < E(α|a = C, t ∈ {10, 01}) < E(α|a = C, t = 00) (13)

These intersectional selection and population effects show there are no differences in

choice behavior across non-Asian male students and Asian female students.

Let t̃x be the one-sided social type that has θk = x for all k ∈ {A,B}, while t̃x′ is

the one-sided social type that has θk = x′ for all k ∈ {A,B}. Let tmixed be any mixed

social type. Then, the intersectional population and selection effects can be generalized

as follows.

COROLLARY 1.2: Let Π be such that πkx > pkx for all k ∈ {A,B}. Then, we have

an intersectional population effect, such that Φα,t̃x,σ∗i ,Π
> Φα,tmixed,σ

∗
i ,Π

> Φα,t̃x′ ,σ
∗
i ,Π

,

and an intersectional selection effect, such that E(α|a = C, t̃x) < E(α|a = C, tmixed) <

E(α|a = C, t̃x′). These effects are such that the order on πkx and πkx′ will not be reversed

for any observable characteristic k ∈ {A,B}.

Corollary 1.1 and 1.2 show how the individual behavior implied by Proposition 1 af-

fects choice behavior at the aggregate level. Asymmetry πkx 6= pkx along the lines of

multiple observable characteristics θk influences the number of agents that chooses the

Competitive task and their average success rate. Analyzing data with a One-Dimensional

lens enables us to observe the differences across agents with a different value of each ob-

servable characteristic. An Intersectional lens shows nevertheless that these differences

are really across social types, and that the one-dimensional population and selection

effects are mainly driven by the behavior of agents with a one-sided social type.

How these one-dimensional and intersectional population and selection effects affect

the possible equilibrium outcomes depends on whether they shrink or increase the dif-

ferences in the induced social context πkx and πt. I characterize the different possible

equilibrium outcomes as follows.

DEFINITION 5 (Population Equilibrium): In a Neutral Regime the allocation of

individuals over tasks is symmetric across subgroups, and πt = pt for all t ∈ T . In a

Non-Neutral Regime of Degree 2 the allocation of individuals over tasks is asym-

metric along the lines of two observable characteristics, and πkx 6= pkx for k = {A,B}.
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We can show that a Neutral Regime always exists. Imagine a social context Π such

that πt = pt for all t ∈ T , meaning no social type is relatively over- or underrepresented

among the successful individuals. This implies that πkx = pkx for all k ∈ {A,B} and

x ∈ X. Therefore, all strategies σ ∈ {A,B,R} are equivalent, meaning that all individ-

uals form beliefs in the same way, no matter their type (α,Θ). Therefore, there will be

no differences in the induced choice behavior across social types, and π̃k,x(σ,Π) = pkx for

all k ∈ {A,B}. To analyze when a Non-Neutral Regime exists, I define the following

stability criterion. Let ρk = πkx
πk
x′

be the fraction of the two social identity cues related to

θk in a social context Π. Let ρ̃k =
π̃k,x(σ∗,Π)
π̃k,x′ (σ

∗,Π) be the fraction of the social identity cues

related to θk induced by the social context Π and the optimal strategies σ∗. Then, an

equilibrium regime becomes unstable in dimension k when,

∂ρ̃

∂ρ
> 1

In the following, I present an extreme example to illustrate how a Neutral Regime can

become unstable and give rise to a stable Non-Neutral Regime of Degree 2.

Example - Consider the case in which the high school students have an extreme version

of the response function η, such that,

η(π, p) =


+∞ if π > p

1 if π = p

−∞ if π < p

When πt = pt for all t ∈ T , then all the strategies σ ∈ {A,B,R} are equivalent and

π̃k,x(σ,Π) = pkx for all k ∈ {A,B}. Now assume a small change in the social context, such

that there are slightly more male and Asian students among the successful students in

the previous cohort, such that πk1 > pk1 for k ∈ {A,B}. Proposition 1 implies that, with

an extreme response function η, this perturbation induces all male and Asian students

with α > γ to enter the math competition, while no female students and non-Asian

students with α < γ will enter the competition. Consequently, π̃k1 (σ,Π) > pk1 for both

k ∈ {A,B}, while π̃k0 (σ,Π) < pk0, and the Neutral Regime becomes unstable.
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To shed more light on how this perturbation exactly affects the induced social identity

cues, let SA1 = limN→∞
NA

1
N be the fraction of successful male students. When there is a

perturbation in social context of the type mentioned above, all male students with α > γ

will enter the math competition. Furthermore, no male non-Asian students with α < γ

enter the competition, while male Asian students with α < γ only enter the competition

when α̂ > γ. Therefore,

SA1 = pA1

∫
α>γ

αf(α)dα+ pA1 p
B
1

∫
α<γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂ (14)

Let SA0 = limN→∞
NA

0
N be the fraction of successful female students. The perturbation

causes no female students with α < γ to enter the math competition. On the other

hand, all Asian female students with α > γ will enter the competition, while non-Asian

female students with α > γ only enter the competition when α̂ > γ. Therefore,

SA0 = pA0 p
B
0

∫
α>γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂+ pA0 p
B
1

∫
α>γ

αf(α)dα (15)

Consequently, the social identity cue π̃A1 (σ,Π) induced by this extreme ‘response func-

tion’ is equal to,

π̃A1 (σ,Π) =
SA1

SA1 + SA0
(16)

We can derive the induced social identity cue π̃B1 (σ,Π) in a similar manner. Because

Sk1 > Sk0 for both k, the induced social context will again be such that Asian and male

students are relatively overrepresented among the successful students in the math com-

petition, which will in turn induce again the behavior and statistics described above. The

extreme ‘response function’ can therefore give rise to a stable Non-Neutral Regime of

degree 2. Furthermore, since Sk0 > 0 for all k, it follows that π̃k1 (σ,Π) < 1 for k ∈ {A,B},
meaning that there will be a positive number of non-Asian and female students among

the successful individuals in the induced social context. Finally, π̃k1 (σ,Π) in increasing

in the number of non-Asian female and Asian male students in the population, while

it is decreasing in the number of Asian female students and non-Asian male students.

This is not surprising, since we have seen that it is the behavior of agents with one-sided

social types that mainly drives the differences in choice behavior across social groups.
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An Intersectional lens provides additional insights on this matter. Let St = limN→∞
Nt
N

be the fraction of successful students with social type t. When πk1 > pk1, all male Asian

students with α > γ enter the math competition, while male Asian students with α < γ

will only enter when α̂ > γ. Therefore,

S11 = pA1 p
B
1

∫
α<γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂+ pA1 p
B
1

∫
α>γ

αf(α)dα (17)

Similarly, no female non-Asian students with α < γ will enter the math competition,

while female non-Asian students with α > γ will enter the competition when α̂ > γ.

This fraction is therefore bounded from below, such that

S00 = pA0 p
B
0

∫
α>γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂ (18)

Finally, all male non-Asian students and female Asian students with α > γ will enter the

competition, while no students with these social types will enter the competition when

α < γ. Therefore,

S10 = pA1 p
B
0

∫
α>γ

αf(α)dα (19)

S01 = pA0 p
B
1

∫
α>γ

αf(α)dα (20)

Students with a mixed social type always choose their welfare-maximizing task when

having an extreme ‘response function’, and their induced fractions St are equal. The

differences between male (Asian) versus female (non-Asian) students in this extreme

example are therefore completely driven by the fact that non-Asian female students can-

not correct for the mistake of not entering the competition while α > γ, while male

Asian students cannot correct for the mistake of entering the competition while α < γ.

Equations (12) and (13) show that the behavior of agents with mixed social types only

decreases the difference between Sk1 and Sk0 .

Proposition 3 generalizes these insights and shows how the intersectional population

and selection effects determine the order on the πt that can exist in a Non-Neutral

Regime of Degree 2.
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PROPOSITION 3: There exists a Non-Neutral Regime of degree 2 in which WLOG

πkx > pkx for all k ∈ {A,B}. In such a regime, any possible order on the social identity

cues must be such that,

πt̃x′ = min
k,x

πkx πt̃x = max
k,x

πkx

where t̃x is such that θk = x, while t̃x′ is such that θk = x′ for all k ∈ {A,B}.

Proposition 3 shows that the differences in choice behavior induced by social context

can give rise to persistent differences in the representation of social groups among the

successful individuals at the Competitive task. Agents with a social type such that they

belong to the socially more successful group according to both observable characteristics

will be most overrepresented among the successful individuals. This is driven by the

fact that these agents are most likely to mistakenly choose the Competitive task while

α < γ. Agents with a social type such that they belong to the socially less successful

group according to both observable characteristics will be most underrepresented among

the successful individuals. This is driven by the fact that these agents are most likely to

mistakenly choose the Non-Competitive task, even though α > γ.

To summarize, when πkx 6= pkx along the lines of multiple observable characteristics,

this only reinforces the potential to improve decision making of agents with mixed so-

cial types. These agents can use their two observable characteristics to decrease the

likelihood of mistakenly choosing the Competitive task while α < γ, and of mistakenly

choosing the Non-Competitive task while α > γ. Agents with one-sided social types can

only potentially correct for one of these two mistakes. There is nevertheless an asym-

metry in the potential to improve decision making across agents with one-sided social

types, where they have the ability to potentially correct for a different type of mistake.

The differences and asymmetry in the potential to improve decision making induce dif-

ferences in choice behavior. An Intersectional lens sheds light on the fact that differences

in one-dimensional statistics are mainly driven by the behavior of agents with one-sided

social types. Finally, these differences in choice behavior can be persistent. Specifically,

the differences in the potential to improve decision making between mixed and one-sided

social types, and the asymmetry in this potential across one-sided social types give rise

to persistent differences in the representation of these social types among the successful

individuals at the Competitive task.
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3.3 Adding Two-Dimensional Social Identity Cues

To simplify the exposition of the model, I assumed agents could only use one-dimensional

social identity cues. In this section, I show what the effects are of adding the option of

using the two-dimensional social identity cues πt in belief formation. This changes the

strategy set to σi ∈ {A,B, F,R}, where F refers to the strategy in which agents use the

two-dimensional social identity cue derived from their full social type Θi. When σi = F ,

the corresponding belief p̂Fi = ηtα̂i, where, ηt = η(πt, pt). The function η(πt, pt) can

be different from η(πkx, p
k
x). People could for example react stronger to two-dimensional

social identity cues than one-dimensional social identity cues. Consequently, let

ηt = max
t,k∈{A,B}

ηk,x, ηt and η
t

= min
t,k∈{A,B}

ηk,x, ηt

Similarly, define

κt = argmax
t,k∈{A,B}

ηk,x, ηt and κt = argmin
t,k∈{A,B}

ηk,x, ηt

This shows that ηt ≥ ηt, while η
t
≤ η

t
. Adding the strategy F provides the following

Corollary to Proposition 1.

COROLLARY 2: Consider an agents with social type Θi = t. When this agents has

α > γ, σ∗i = κt if and only if ηt > 1. Otherwise, σ∗i = R. When agents have α < γ,

then σ∗i = κt if and only if η
t
< 1. Otherwise, σ∗i = R.

Corollary 2 shows that agents will only use the option σi = F , when this leads to a

bias of their noisy perception α̂ in the direction of their welfare maximizing task, and

when ηt provides a stronger bias in this direction than ηk,x for any k. The following ex-

ample illustrates how this extra strategy can affect the outcomes at the aggregate level.

Example - In the previous section, I showed how female non-Asian students with α < γ

were indifferent between choosing to use πA0 or πB0 . If Corollary 2 implies they now

use the cue πt, then it must be that η00 < ηk,0 for k ∈ {A,B}. The opposite applies

to male Asian students, who were indifferent between choosing to use πA1 or πB1 . When

η00 < ηk,0 and η11 > ηk,1 for k ∈ {A,B}, both female non-Asian and male Asian students

choose σi = F . This increases the strength of the intersectional population and selection

effects across female non-Asian and male Asian students, which consequently increases

the strength of the one-dimensional population and selection effects across male (Asian)

and female (non-Asian) students. This insight is generalized in Corollary 3
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COROLLARY 3: The introduction of the strategy σi = F does not invalidate the exis-

tence of a Non-Neutral Regime of Degree 2.

Example - In the previous example, the strategy σi = F reinforces the one-dimensional

population and selection effects. This is not always the case. It could be that ηt induces

a much stronger bias for a similar pair (π, p) than ηk,x. In this case, it could happen

that female Asian and male non-Asian students also end up choosing σi = F . When

this is the case, agents with mixed social types are still able to decrease the likelihood

of making both types of mistakes. Because η01 and η10 are either above or below one,

the use of the extra option t can only improve the ability to potentially correct for one

of the two possible mistakes. This induces two possible settings.

In the first setting, both Asian and non-Asian female students are relatively underrepre-

sented, while both Asian and non-Asian female students are relatively underrepresented.

Asian female students will now only choose σi = F when α < γ. This increases the abil-

ity for Asian female students to potentially correct for the mistake of choosing to enter

the math competition while α < γ compared to their ability to potentially correct for

the mistake of not entering the competition while α > γ following from σi = k. Non-

Asian male students will only choose σi = F when α > γ. The option F in this setting

increases their ability to potentially correct for not entering the math competition while

α > γ compared to their ability to potentially correct for entering the math competition

while α < γ following from their strategy σi = k. When we evaluate these changes

with a one-dimensional lens, it follows that the average probability to enter the math

competition decreases for female and Asian students, while it increases for male and

Non-Asian students. Therefore, the behavior of agents with mixed social types following

the introduction of the strategy F increases the strength of the population and selection

effects along the lines of gender, while it decreases the strength of the population and

selection effect along the lines of being Asian. The opposite happens when Asian female

students are relatively overrepresented, while non-Asian female students are relatively

overrepresented, while vice versa for male students. The net effect of the introduction

of the strategy F depends on total effect of this strategy on the behavior of agents with

both mixed and one-sided social types
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To summarize, the introduction of the strategy σi = F can further reinforce the asymme-

try in decision making across agents with a one-sided type. This reinforces the induced

population and selection effects. The strategy σi = F can nevertheless also introduce

asymmetries in the potential to improve decision making across agents with mixed so-

cial types. This type of asymmetry affects the one-dimensional population and selection

effects of the two dimensions of social identity in opposite directions, reinforcing these

effects for one dimension of social identity, while decreasing these effects for the other

dimension of social identity.

3.4 Discussion

Most assumptions of the model are discussed in Liqui Lung (2022). To simplify the dis-

cussion of the multidimensionality of social identity, I made one additional assumption,

namely that the individual observable characteristics are independently distributed over

the population. Although this is a reasonable assumption to make in many cases, there

are also observable characteristics that are correlated. When this is the case,

pt 6= pAx p
B
x

In most cases, two social identities that both imply belonging to the socially less or

more successful group are positively correlated. For example, belonging to an underrep-

resented minority group is often positively correlated with belonging to a lower income

class. When this type of correlation exists, there will be relatively more agents with

a one-sided social type than a mixed social type. Because agents with one-sided so-

cial types mainly drive the one-dimensional population and selection effects, this type

of correlation leads to an increase in the strength of these effects. This induces larger

differences between the overrepresentation of agents with the socially more successful

one-sided social type, and the underrepresentation of agents with the socially less suc-

cessful one-sided social type among the successful individuals in the Competitive task.

When one social identity that implies belonging to the socially less successful group

and another that implies belonging to the socially more successful group are positively

correlated, this increases the fraction of agents with a mixed social type relative to

the number of agents with a one-sided social type. This decreases the strength of the

one-dimensional population and selection effects, and decreases the differences in the

representation of different social types among the successful individuals.
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4 Social Constraints

In the previous sections, I assumed that agents could freely choose to ignore one dimen-

sion of their social identity. In reality, this ability may be limited because of socially

imposed constraints, such as the existence of stereotypes, narratives, stigmatization or

the inability to identify with certain social types. The framework developed in this paper

allows us to study the effects of these social constraints in terms of strategy restrictions.

I group these restrictions into two types. The first type is such that agents are not

able to ignore one dimension of their social type, while they are free to ignore the other

dimension. I summarize constraints of this type under the name Stigmatization. The

second type of restriction is such that agents are unable to ignore any dimension of their

social type, and can only use two-dimensional social identity cues in belief formation. I

refer to this type of constraint as Type-Specific Social Identification.

4.1 Stigmatization

The restriction that some agents are not able to ignore one of the dimensions of their

social identity aims to capture the consequences of issues such as stigmatization, stereo-

types, narratives and the fact that one’s social identity is a composite view of the view

one has of oneself as well as the views held by others about one’s identity (Nagel, 1994).

In the following, I introduce this restriction in the model in two ways. In the first ver-

sion, an entire observable characteristic is stigmatized, which implies that agents cannot

ignore this characteristic. I first analyze a Two-Strategy Model, in which agents cannot

use the social identity cues πt. Consequently, I introduce the Three-Strategy Model, in

which agents can use both the cues πkx and πt. In the second version, only one value

of an observable characteristic is stigmatized, meaning that only those agents with that

specific value of the characteristic cannot ignore the characteristic, while agents with

another value can. I call this model the Asymmetric Model.

4.1.1 The Two-Strategy Model

In the Two-Strategy Model, agents can only use one-dimensional social identity cues.

Assume gender is the stigmatized dimension of social identity. The strategy set is there-

fore reduced to σi ∈ {A,R}. The optimal strategies for each social group are presented

in Figure (3). This figure shows there is no difference anymore in the potential to im-

prove decision making between mixed and one-sided social types. Therefore, only agents

with mixed types are disadvantaged by stigmatization in this model, while agents with

one-sided types are not effected at all. Specifically, Asian female students lose the ability
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to decrease the likelihood they choose not to enter the math competition when α > γ,

while non-Asian male students lose the ability to decrease the likelihood of choosing to

enter the math competition while α < γ. Consequently, agents with mixed and one-sided

social types now have the exact same potential to improve decision making using social

identity cues.

P (p̂A(1, t : ✓A = 1) > �)

P (p̂R(1, t : ✓A = 0) > �)

P (p̂R(0, t : ✓A = 1) > �)

P (p̂A(0, t : ✓A = 0) > �)
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Figure 3: The optimal strategies for each social type in a Two-Strategy model.

Furthermore, agents cannot use the dimension of being Asian in decision making. Be-

cause the characteristics θk and α are independently distributed over the population,

there can be no differences in choice behavior between Asian and non-Asian students.

Furthermore, the differences in choice behavior between male and female students are

now driven by the behavior of agents with both one-sided social types and mixed social

types. Therefore, the Two-Strategy model induces larger population and selection effects

in the dimension of gender than a model without stigmatization16.

4.1.2 The Three-Strategy Model

In the Three-Strategy Model, agents can use both one-dimensional and two-dimensional

social identity cues. When gender is stigmatized, the strategy set becomes σi ∈ {A,F,R}.
Like in Section 3.3, there are two different settings. In the first setting, both Asian and

non-Asian male students are relatively overrepresented among the successful students

in the previous cohort, while both Asian and non-Asian female students are relatively

underrepresented. In this case, Asian female students with α > γ and non-Asian male

students with α < γ cannot use σi = F to improve decision making. Consequently, the

Three-Strategy model has similar implications as the Two-Strategy model, where mixed

16Like in Section 3.3, there is an asymmetry in the potential to improve decision making across mixed
social types. Since agents with mixed social types now act exactly as agents with one-sided social
types, this model presents an extreme case. Consequently, the population and selection effects in the
dimension of gender are reinforced, while the population and selection effects in the dimension of being
Asian completely disappear.
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social types lose their ability to decrease the likelihood of making one type of mistake.

When agents with one-sided social types find it optimal to use πt instead of πAx , then

the optimal strategy of agents with one-sided social types induces a larger bias than

the optimal strategy of agents with mixed social types. This creates a difference in the

potential to improve decision making between mixed social types and one-sided social

types, which induces differences in choice behavior across Asian and non-Asian students.

The availability of πt can therefore induce population and selection effects in dimensions

of social identity that are not stigmatized. The population and selection effects in the

dimension of gender are potentially larger than in a model without stigmatization, since

they will be driven by both the behavior of agents with mixed and one-sided social types.

The population and selection effects in the dimension of being Asian are smaller, since

differences in choice behavior between Asian and non-Asian students are only driven

by the fact that non-Asian female students can slightly better correct for the mistake

of entering the competition while α < γ than Asian female students, while Asian male

students can slightly better correct for the mistake of not entering the competition while

α > γ than non-Asian male students.

In the second setting, Asian male students are relatively underrepresented, but non-Asian

male students are relatively underrepresented. Similarly, non-Asian female students are

relatively underrepresented, while Asian female students are relatively overrepresented.
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Figure 4: The optimal strategies for each social type in a Three-Strategy model, where we assume for
simplicity that γ
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Figure 4 shows that non-Asian male and Asian female students maintain their ability

to potentially correct for both types of mistakes. In this setting, the availability of the

cues πt can therefore enable agents with mixed social types to escape the negative effects

of the stigmatization of gender. There will be a difference in the potential to improve

decision making across agents with mixed social types, and the results are similar to

those presented in section 3.3.

4.1.3 The Asymmetric Model

In the Asymmetric model, only one value of an observable characteristic is stigmatized.

Assume that in our example being female is stigmatized. This means that female stu-

dents cannot ignore being female when forming beliefs, which implies their strategy set

is σi ∈ {A,F,R}. Male students, on the other hand, can use the complete strategy set

σi ∈ {A,B, F,R}. First, consider the setting in which Asian male students are relatively

overrepresented, but non-Asian male students are relatively underrepresented, while vice

versa for female students. In this setting, Asian female students can potentially escape

the negative effects of stigmatization by using the cue πt instead of πB1 . If it is optimal

to choose σi = F for all agents with a mixed social type, stigmatization does not affect

the results at the aggregate level. If it is optimal to choose σi = k for all agents with a

mixed social type, then the stigmatization of being female negatively affects Asian female

students with α > γ. They have slightly less potential to decrease the likelihood of not

entering the math competition than non-Asian male students. This creates a difference,

but no asymmetry, in the potential to improve decision making between Asian female

and non-Asian male students. Therefore, the potential of male and non-Asian students

to improve decision making slightly increases, while it slightly decreases for female and

Asian students. As a result, the population and selection effects in the dimension of

gender will be reinforced, while the strength of the population and selection effects in

the dimension of being Asian decreases.

These effects are much stronger when both Asian and non-Asian male students are

relatively overrepresented among the successful students in the previous cohort, while

both Asian and non-Asian female students are relatively underrepresented. Figure 5

shows how this affects the optimal strategies for agents with different social types. In

this setting, Asian female students are no longer able to potentially correct for the mis-

take of choosing not to enter the competition while α > γ. This reinforces the difference

in the potential to improve decision making between non-Asian male students and Asian

female students, while the potential of non-Asian female and Asian male students is
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left unchanged. In this model, stigmatization increases therefore the population and

selection effects in the dimension of the stigmatized dimension of social identity, while

it decreases these effects in the dimension of the non-stigmatized dimension of social

identity.
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Figure 5: The optimal strategies for each social type in an Asymmetric model. We assume for simplicity
that γ
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= γ
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and γ

ηA,1
= γ
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4.2 Type-Specific Social Identification

The second type of restriction implies that agents cannot ignore any dimension of their

social type in belief formation. This type of restriction aims to capture the phenomenon

that agents with certain social types have very different experiences in society, which

makes them unable to identify with individuals from another social type. This type

of restriction reduces the strategy set to σi ∈ {F,R}. The first insight this restriction

provides is it that, when we eliminate the option to use one-dimensional social identity

cues, all social types only have the ability to decrease the likelihood of making one type

of mistake. There are again two different settings that can arise. First, both Asian

and non-Asian male students may be relatively overrepresented among the successful

students in the previous cohort, while both Asian and non-Asian female students are

relatively underrepresented. In this setting, both Asian and non-Asian male students

have the ability to increase the likelihood of entering the math competition when α > γ,

while both Asian and non-Asian women have the ability to decrease the likelihood of

entering the math competition when α < γ. This induces population and selection

effects in the dimension of gender that are driven by the behavior of agents with both

one-sided and mixed social types. The story is different when we evaluate asymmetry

along the dimension of being Asian. Asian male students have the ability to increase the

likelihood of entering the competition while α > γ, while Asian female students have the
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ability to decrease the likelihood of entering the competition when α < γ. For non-Asian

male students and non-Asian female students, this is exactly the opposite. To give more

insight into what happens to the induced number of successful Asian and non-Asian

students, let us go back to the extreme ‘response function’. In this case, all male Asian

students with α > γ and those with α < γ and α̂ > γ will enter the math competition,

while only the female Asian students with α > γ and α̂ > γ enter the competition. The

fraction of Asian students among all successful individuals induced in this model is given

by,

SB1 = pA1 p
B
1

∫
α>γ

αf(α)dα+ pA0 p
B
1

∫
α>γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂+ pA1 p
B
1

∫
α<γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂

(21)

Similarly, all male non-Asian students with α > γ and those with α < γ and α̂ > γ will

enter the math competition, while only the female non-Asian students with α > γ and

α̂ > γ enter the competition. The fraction of non-Asian students among all successful

individuals is equal to,

SB0 = pA1 p
B
0

∫
α>γ

αf(α)dα+ pA0 p
B
0

∫
α>γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂+ pA1 p
B
0

∫
α<γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂

(22)

When pk1 = pk0 for all k ∈ {A,B}, these two fractions are equal. Furthermore, an increase

in the fraction of the population with one-sided social types increases SB1 relative to SB0 .

Without an extreme ‘response function’, there will only be differences in SB1 and SB0
when the social context is such that π11 6= π10 and π00 6= π01.

The second setting that can arise is when Asian male students are relatively under-

represented, but non-Asian male students are relatively underrepresented. Similarly,

non-Asian female students are relatively underrepresented, while Asian female students

are relatively overrepresented. In this case, the exact opposite happens. Now, all Asian

students can potentially correct for not entering the math competition while α > γ,

while all non-Asian students can potentiallly correct for entering the math competition

while α > γ. Differences in choice behavior along the lines of being Asian are therefore

driven by the behavior of agents with both mixed and one-sided types. Along the lines

of gender, now Asian male (female) students and non-Asian male (female) students have

the ability to potentially correct for a different type of mistake. This setting produces

therefore the exact opposite results.
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4.3 Discussion

An analysis of the effects of social constraints provides two main insights. First, any

restrictions on the strategy set of agents mainly affect the choice behavior of agents with

mixed social types. Specifically, social constraints can limit their potential to improve

decision making by taking away the ability to decrease the likelihood of making a cer-

tain type of mistake. The Two-Strategy model shows that, without the option to use

two-dimensional social identity cues, stigmatization takes away all the advantages mixed

social types had relative to one-sided social types. The Three-Strategy and Asymmetric

model show that the availability of the two-dimensional social identity cues πt can under

certain circumstance give mixed social types the ability to escape the negative effects of

stigmatization. A comparison of stigmatization in the different model sheds therefore

light on the importance of the availability of two-dimensional statistics. Finally, a model

with Type-Specific Social Identification shows that it are also the agents with mixed so-

cial types that are disadvantaged when we take away the option to use one-dimensional

social identity cues. Especially for these agents, it is therefore important that both one-

dimensional and two-dimensional social identity cues are available, and that agents are

able to identify with multiple subgroups.

Secondly, stigmatization increases the strenght of the population and selection effects

in the dimension of the stigmatized dimension of social identity. A comparison of the

different models of stigmatization shows how the difference in the potential to improve

decision making between mixed and one-sided social types plays a role in what happens

along the lines of the other dimension of social identity. In the Two-Strategy model, we

saw that, when both social types behave the same, there can only be asymmetry along

the lines of the stigmatized observable characteristic. The Three-Strategy model shows

that, when there is a small difference in the potential to improve decision making between

one-sided and mixed social types, this is sufficient to induce small population and selec-

tion effects in the non-stigmatized dimension of social identity. The Asymmetric model

shows that, when stigmatization creates a difference in the potential to improve decision

making among agents with different mixed social types, this induces larger population

and selection effects along the lines of the non-stigmatized observable characteristic, but

they are still smaller than along the lines of the stigmatized social identity. Finally, in

a model with Type-Specific Identification, both agents with mixed and one-sided social

types can only decrease the likelihood of making one type of mistake. When agents with

a mixed and one-sided social type can potentially correct of the same type of mistake,

this increases the population and selection effects along the lines of this dimension of
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social identity. This nevertheless implies that, in the dimension of the other observable

characteristics, agents with a mixed and one-sided social type can each decrease the

likelihood of making a different type of mistake. The population and selection effects

along the lines of this observable characteristic will therefore be small. These differences

in the induced population and selection effects could be used to empirically discriminate

between the different models and identify the type of social constraint in a setting.

5 Affirmative Action Policy and Intersectionality

In this section, I use the framework to analyze the effects of affirmative action policy.

I show how an intersectional view and knowledge of the social constraints agents face

are crucial for the development of these policies. Without it, policies may not have the

desired outcomes, may not affect the agents we target, or may even transfer inequalities

from one dimension of social identity to another. I use an example that is often stud-

ied in the literature17, namely the use of quotas to increase the political participation

of women and minorities. Specifically, I analyze on how the outcomes of one round of

affirmative action policy affect the decision to run for office in future generations18.

Let gender be denoted by θA ∈ {M,F}, representing respectively male and female agents.

Let θB ∈ {N-URM,URM} represent whether an individual belongs to an underrepre-

sented minority (URM) or not (N-URM). I simplify notation by writing ηx ≡ ηk,x.

Assume that, traditionally, female candidates and candidates belonging to an URM are

underrepresented in the political institution we consider. Specifically, before affirmative

action policy, social context was such that male and N-URM candidates were overrepre-

sented to the same degree, such that ηM = ηN-URM, while female and URM candidates

were underrepresented to the same degree, such that ηF = ηN-URM. Furthermore, assume

that male N-URM candidates are most overrepresented, while female URM candidates

are most underrepresented, and that ηM,N-URM > ηM,URM > ηF,N-URM > ηF,URM. Con-

sequently, I analyze the effects of a social context that arises after having imposed a

quota for female candidates on the decision of agents in the next generation to run for

office. The quota could have affected social context in three different ways.

17See for example Cassan and Vandewalle (2021), Beaman et al. (2012), Hughes (2011), Karekurve-
Ramachandra and Lee (2020), Folke et al. (2015) and Tan (2014)

18The probability to get elected can be correlated with belonging to certain social groups. For sim-
plicity, I do not take into consideration that agents may account for this when choosing whether to run
for office. This would nevertheless only further reinforce the effects I present in this section.
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First, the quota may have affected the representation of URM and N-URM female candi-

dates equally. Let us start with the assumption that agents can only use one-dimensional

social identity cues. The quota increased the representation of female candidates relative

to male candidates. This leads to an increase in ηF and a decrease in ηM for agents in

the next generation. This change does not affect the decision making of male N-URM

agents, who will use πN-URM when α > γ and cannot improve decision making when

α < γ. Similarly, it will not affect the decision making of female URM agents, who

will use πURM when α < γ and cannot improve decision making when α > γ. It will

nevertheless affect the decision making of agents with mixed social types. Specifically,

following the decrease in ηM, male URM agents are now less likely to run for office when

α > γ. Similarly, following the increase in ηF, female N-URM agents are now more likely

to run for office when α < γ. When the quota erases all differences between male and

female agents, these mixed social types lose their ability to correct for the respective

mistakes. The quota therefore indeed decreases differences in choice behavior between

female and male agents, but only through a decrease in the number of URM male agents,

and an increase in the number of N-URM female agents that run for office. Consequently,

it also increases differences in decision making between N-URM and URM agents, and

transfers inequalities from the dimension of gender to the dimension of belonging to an

URM. The availability of two-dimensional social identity cues can potentially reduce

this spillover effect on the decision making of URM versus N-URM agents19. When

gender is stigmatized, the quota is equally effective, but the spillover effects of the gen-

der quota on the differences in decision making between N-URM and URM agents are

smaller20. On the other hand, when the URM dimension of identity is stigmatized, a

gender quota has very little effect. It can only lead to a small decrease in the differences

in decision making between male and female agents, when ηM,N-URM > ηN-URM, while

ηF,URM < ηURM, and male N-URM and female URM agents use their two-dimensional

cues in decision making. On the other hand, when both dimensions of social identity

are stigmatized, agents can only identify with others with the same social type. In this

case, a quota that affects all female agents equally is very effective and decreases the

differences in decision making in both dimensions of social identity simultaneously.

19When agents can also use two-dimensional social identity cues, and ηM,N-URM > ηN-URM, while
ηF,URM < ηURM, male N-URM and female URM agents will use their two-dimensional cues in decision
making. Because the quota increases ηF,URM and reduces ηM,N-URM, this reduces the population and
selection effects in the dimension of belonging to an URM.

20Stigmatization mainly affects the decision making of agents with a mixed social type. In this case,
male URM agents with α < γ cannot use the cue based on URM agents to improve decision making,
and are more likely to run for office. Similarly, female N-URM agents with α > γ cannot use the cue
based on N-URM agents to improve decision making, and are less likely to run for office. This dampens
the spillover effect of the quota on the differences in decision making between N-URM and URM agents.
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In practice, the quota may nevertheless affect the representation of N-URM female

agents more than the representation of URM female agents21. Let us analyze the extreme

case in which the quota only enhances the representation of N-URM female candidates.

This leads again to an increase in ηF and a decrease in ηM. Therefore, female N-URM

agents with α < γ are again more likely to run for office, while male URM agents with

α > γ are less likely to do so. The quota now nevertheless also leads to an increase

in ηF,N-URM, which induces a decrease in all other two-dimensional social identity cues.

When ηF,URM < ηURM, the decrease in ηF,URM causes female URM agents with α < γ

to be less likely to run for office. While the quota enhances the representation of female

N-URM agents among those who run for office, it therefore only further decreases the

representation of female URM agents. This effect is even stronger, when belonging to

an URM or both dimensions of social identity are stigmatized.

Finally, in the previous sections, we saw that differences in decision making along the

lines of a single dimension of social identity are mainly driven by agents with one-sided

social types. We could therefore consider a quota that specifically targets the represen-

tation of these agents. Such a quota would lead to a simultaneous increase in ηF, ηURM

and ηF,URM, while it leads to a decrease in ηM, ηN-URM and ηM,N-URM. This affects the

decision making of agents with both mixed and one-sided social types, and leads to a

simultaneous decrease in differences in decision making across both male versus female

agents, and N-URM versus URM agents. Such a quota avoids therefore that differences

in decision making along the lines of one dimension of social identity are transferred to

another dimension. Furthermore, targeting agents with one-sided social types increases

the effectiveness of a quota when one dimension of social identity is stigmatized22. When

both dimensions of social identity are stigmatized, and social identification can only be

type-specific, this type of quota is nevertheless not the optimal choice. When ηF,URM

increases, this automatically leads to a decrease in the relative representation of all other

social types. This will therefore decrease the probability of all male agents to run for

office, but it also decreases the probability of N-URM female agents to run for office. A

policy that targets all female agents equally will therefore be more effective in this setting.

21See Crenshaw (1991) and Yuval-Davis (2006) for a discussion on how policies that aim to enhance
the opportunities of women disproportionally affect white women.

22A quota targeting agents with one-sided social types has a similar effect on the social identity cues
related to both dimensions of social identity. This type of quota therefore affects the behavior of agents
with mixed social types, no matter which dimension of social identity is stigmatized.
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To summarize, a gender quota has the risk of increasing inequalities along the lines

of another dimensions of social identity. Furthermore, the effectiveness of this quota can

be limited when other dimensions of social identity are stigmatized. When only one or

none of the dimensions of social identity are stigmatized, a quota targeting agents with

one-sided social types is most effective. When both dimensions of social identity are

stigmatized, a gender quota is most effective when it targets the representation of URM

and N-URM female agents equally.

Finally, when agents are perfectly able to learn their optimal strategies, the effects of a

quota in this model are probably not achieved in the way policy makers would desire.

Specifically, the changes are obtained through a loss of male candidates with α > γ,

and a gain in female candidates with α < γ that run for office. This sheds light on how

affirmative action policy can potentially hurt the decision making of both female and

male agents, which decreases aggregate welfare. This suggests that, in the absence of

discrimination, an increase in the number of female and/or minority agents with α > γ

that choose to run for office is possibly better obtained with the use of informational

policies. Examples are policies that change the type of statistics that people process23

or policies that make other dimensions of social identity salient that female and minority

candidates with α > γ can use to increase the likelihood they will run for office.

6 Conclusion

This paper shows how intersectionality plays a role in individual decision making, and

how analyzing data with an intersectional lens sheds light on inequalities that are in-

visible when only using a one-dimensional lens. An intuitive way to make a distinction

between social groups in the development of policy would be to separate individuals

along the lines of whether they belong to the socially more or less successful group in

society. The key insight of this paper is nevertheless that, although there is an asymme-

try, there are no differences between these two subgroups in their potential to improve

decision making. Instead, the relevant distinction to make is between the following two

social types: mixed social types, who are belong the socially more successful group along

the lines of one dimension of their social identity, while they belong to the socially less

successful group along the lines of their other dimension of social identity, and one-sided

social types, who belong to either the socially more or less successful group along the

lines of all the dimensions of their social identity.

23See Liqui Lung (2022) for a discussion on the effects of the structure of information on behavior.
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Agents with one-sided social types are relatively disadvantaged, no matter whether they

belong to the socially more or less successful group in society. Those that belong to

the former group are disadvantaged because they are relatively more likely to choose a

Competitive task when this is not their welfare maximizing choice. Those that belong

to the socially less successful group are disadvantaged because they are relatively more

likely to fail to choose a Competitive task when this is in fact their welfare-maximizing

choice. The option to use social identity cues in belief formation enables agents with

mixed social types to decrease the likelihood of making both types of mistakes. The

multidimensionality of social identity therefore only reinforces the potential to improve

decision making for the former group, not for the latter. Agents with one-sided social

types will therefore on average fail more often to choose their welfare-maximizing task

and will, consequently, have on average a lower expected utility.

The differences in the options available to form beliefs across social types affect choice

behavior. An equilibrium analysis shows that differences in choice behavior across a

priori identical social types can be persistent. They way intersectionality affects choice

behavior at the aggregate level depends on the statistics that are available and the so-

cial constraints that agents face. The analysis of the different effects on aggregate choice

behavior induced by different social constraints could be used to empirically identify the

type of social constraint in a setting. An analysis of affirmative action policy shows how

taking into account the intersectional effects of social context on behavior and the social

constraints agents face is crucial to develop the adequate policies. I show how the design

of a quota matters, and how a wrong design may simply transfer inequalities from one

dimension of social identity to another. Furthermore, I shed light on the limitations of

affirmative action policy, and discuss when and how informational policies could be a

more effective tool to increase the representation of underrepresented groups.

Finally, the limitations of the results and the policy implications obtained in this paper

are that they are derived under the assumption that agents are able to learn their op-

timal strategy. In reality, there may be several reasons why this may not be the case.

Better knowledge about this learning process and why it may be incomplete is therefore

crucial to make the step from the theoretical framework to policy in practice.
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Appendix 1: Proofs

PROPOSITION 1 (Individually Optimal Belief Formation): Consider an agent with

social type Θi. For agents with α > γ, σ∗i = κt if and only if ηt > 1. Otherwise, σ∗ = R.

For agents with α < γ, σ∗i = κt if and only if η
t
< 1. Otherwise, σ∗ = R.

Proof. Agents choose σi to maximize Vi over all possible realizations of α̂i. Consider first

agents that have an α > γ. The welfare-maximizing choice for these agents is a = C. Let

γσi be the threshold γi following from playing σi. Now, Vi(σi) > Vi(R) for σi 6= R if and

only if Φα,t,σi,Π ≥ Φα,t,R,Π for some σi ∈ {A,B}. Since Φα,t,σ,Π = P (α̂ > γσi |α), this is

the case when γσi < γRi . This is true if and only if πkx ≥ pkx for some k ∈ {A,B}. When

multiple social identity cues satisfy this condition, agents maximize Vi by maximizing

the size of the bias, or in other words, by choosing σi to maximize γ − γσi . This is

the case when they choose σi = κt. When none of the social identity cues satisfy the

condition, they should choose σi = R. Vice versa for agents with α < γ, the welfare-

maximizing choice is to take action a = NC. Therefore, Vi(σi) > Vi(R) if and only

if Φα,t,σi,Π ≤ Φα,t,R,Π for some σi ∈ {A,B}. This is the case if and only if γσi > γR,

meaning that we need πkx ≤ pkx for some k ∈ {A,B}. When multiple social identity cues

satisfy this condition, agents maximize Vi by maximizing the size of the bias, or in other

words, by choosing σi to maximize γσi − γ. This is the case when they choose σi = κt.

When none of the social identity cues satisfy the condition, they should Repress. �
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PROPOSITION 2 (Potential to Improve Decision Making): Simultaneous asymmetry

πkx 6= pkx along the lines of the observable characteristics θA and θB leads to inequalities

in the potential to improve decision making across the different social types Θ = t with

t ∈ T . Specifically, agents with mixed social types have more potential to improve decision

making than agents with one-sided social types, which leads to an on average higher

expected utility for agents with mixed social types.

Proof. Agents with a mixed social type have both D−t > 0 and D+
t > 0. Therefore,

when they have α > γ, they can use social identity cues to increase the likelihood of

choosing the Competitive task. Similarly, when they have α < γ, they can use these

cues to increase the likelihood of choosing the Non-Competitive task. Agents with a

one-sided social type have either D−t > 0 or D+
t > 0. They can therefore either improve

decision making when α > γ, while they should Repress the use of social context in belief

formation when α < γ, or vice versa. Because V (σ∗) > V (R) when σ∗ 6= R, agents for

whom it is optimal to not repress the use of social identity cues in belief formation have

a higher expected utility. Agents with a mixed social type have V (σ∗) > V (R) both

when α < γ and when α > γ. Agents with a one-sided type always have V (σ∗) = V (R)

either when α > γ or when α < γ. Therefore, when we aggregate all agents with α > γ

and α < γ, agents with a mixed social type have on average a higher expected utility

than agents with a one-sided social type. �

PROPOSITION 3: There exists a Non-Neutral Regime of degree 2 in which WLOG

πkx > pkx for all k ∈ {A,B}. In such a regime, any possible order on the social identity

cues must be such that,

πt̃θ′ = min
k,θ

πkx πt̃θ = max
k,θ

πkx

where t̃θ is such that θk = θ, while t̃θ′ is such that θk = θ′ for all k ∈ {A,B}.

Proof. The social identity cues π̃k1 (Π, σ) induced by strategies σ and a social context Π

for k ∈ {A,B} are given by,

π̃A1 (Π, σ) =
S11 + S10

S11 + S10 + S00 + S01
(23)

π̃B1 (Π, σ) =
S11 + S01

S11 + S10 + S00 + S01
(24)

with SxAxB = pAθ p
B
θ

∫
αΦα,t,σ,Πf(α)dα denoting the number of successful agents in the
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Competitive task with social type t = (xA, xB). We can directly infer that a Neutral

Regime always exists. When πt = pt for all t ∈ T , then, because the observable char-

acteristics θA and θB are independently distributed, πA1 = pA1 and πB1 = pB1 . Then, all

strategies σ ∈ {A,B,R} are equivalent. Since α and Θ are independently distributed,

there will be no differences in choice behavior across social groups, and π̃k1 (Π, σ) = pk1.

Now consider a perturbation of a Neutral Regime such that πδ11 = π11 + δ, while

πδ00 = π00 − δ. This induces a social context such that πδ11 > πδ00, while πδ10 = πδ01.

From Equations (22) and (23), we can infer that such a perturbation has a symmetric

effect on the induced social identity cues π̃k1 (Π, σ) for k ∈ {A,B}. Let Ssym = {Π :

π11 = 1 − π00 and π10 = π01} be the set of all social contexts Π in which the induced

social identity cues π̃k1 (Π, σ) are symmetric for k ∈ {A,B}. Similarly, we can now define

the set Ssymδ = {Π : π11 = 1 − π00, π10 = π01 and π11 + π10 >
1
2}, that contains all Π

that are induced by a perturbation δ such that πδ11 = π11 + δ, while πδ00 = π00 − δ. It

follows that Ssymδ ⊂ Ssym. Finally, let Π̃(σ,Πθ) be a continuous function.

We now have a non-empty, compact and convex set Ssymδ , and a continuous function

Π̃(σ, ·) : Ssymδ → Ssymδ .Therefore, following Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, there exists

a fixed point Π∗ ∈ Ssymδ such that,

Π∗ = Π̃(Ssymδ )

Finally, because Π∗ ∈ Ssymδ we will have π∗11 > π∗10 = π∗01 > π∗00. Therefore, πk1 > πk0 for

all k ∈ {A,B} and a Non-Neutral Regime of Degree 2 exists. That π∗11 > π∗10 = π∗01 > π∗00

can be the only order that can exist in such a regime follows from Corollary 1.2. �

COROLLARY 1.1 (One-Dimensional Lens): For any observable characteristic θk such

that πkx > pkx, we have population effect Φα,t:θk=x,σ∗i ,Π
> Φα,t:θk=x′,σ∗i ,Π

and a selection

effect E(α|a = C, t : θk = x) < E(α|a = C, t : θk = x′). These effects are such that the

order on πkx and πkx′ will not be reversed for any k ∈ {A,B}.

Proof. Assume WLOG that πk1 > pk0. Then, all agents with α > γ, θk = 1 and k = κt,

and all agents with α < γ, θk = 0 and k = κt will choose σ = k. Because the observable

characteristics are independently distributed over the population,

Φα>γ,t:θk=1,σ,Π > Φα>γ,t:θk=0,σ,Π
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and

Φα<γ,t:θk=1,σ,Π > Φα<γ,t:θk=0,σ,Π

Therefore,

Φα,t:θk=1,σ,Π > Φα,t:θk=0,σ,Π

Because N is arbitrarily large, this translates into population fractions.

Let γθ = γ
η(πkx,p

k
x)

. Because γ1 < γ, while γ0 > γ, agents with θk = 1 choose the

Competitive task on average for lower values of α̂ than agents with θk = 0. Because α̂

is unbiased, this implies,

E(α|a = C, t : θk = 1) < E(α|a = C, t : θk = 0)

The number of expected successful agents is of type (α, t) is given by P (a = C|α, t)E(α|a =

C, t). Because the observable characteristics are independently distributed over the pop-

ulation from α, the behavior of agents in absence of asymmetry along the lines of θk is

symmetric across the group of agents with θk = 1 and the group of agents with θk = 0.

Let SθAθB = pAx p
B
x

∫
αΦα,t,σ,Πf(α)dα. To prove that the population and selection effects

do not reverse the order on (πkx−pkx) we need to show that, S1 > S0, where S1 = S11+S10

and S0 = S00 + S01. This can be demonstrated by writing,

S1 =pA1

∫
α>γ

∫
α̂>γ1

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂+

∫
α<γ

∫
γ<α̂<γ0

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂+

pA1

∫
α<γ

∫
α̂>γ0

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂

Since,

S0 = pA0

∫
α>γ

∫
α̂>γ

αgα(α̂)f(α)dα+ pA0

∫
α<γ

∫
α̂>γ0

αgα(α̂)f(α)dαdα̂+ dα̂

It follows that when pA0 = pA1 and γ1 < γ < γ0, then S1 > S0. �
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COROLLARY 1.2: Let Π be such that πkx > pkx for all k ∈ {A,B}. Then, we have an

intersectional population effect, such that Φα,t̃x,σ∗i ,Π
> Φα,tmixed,σ

∗
i ,Π

> Φα,t̃x′ ,σ
∗
i ,Π

, and an

intersectional selection effect, such that E(α|a = C, t̃x) < E(α|a = C, tmixed) < E(α|a =

C, t̃x′). These effects are such that the order on πkx and πkx′ will not be reversed for any

observable characteristic k ∈ {A,B}.

Proof. Consider first the agents with social type t̃x. When having α > γ, following

Proposition 1, the σ∗ of these agents always implies the strongest bias of their own noisy

perception towards undertaking the task. Therefore, Φα>γ,t̃x,σ∗i ,Π
= maxt∈T Φα>γ,t,σ∗i ,Π

.

When having α < γ, these agents cannot use their social identity cues to bias deci-

sion making towards undertaking the outside option, and they will play σ∗i = R. This

set of agents is the only subset of all agents with α < γ that plays R, and therefore

Φα<γ,t̃x,σ∗i ,Π
= maxt∈T Φα<γ,t,σ∗i ,Π

. Consequently, Φα,t̃x,σ∗i ,Π
= maxt∈T Φα,t,σ∗i ,Π

. Agents

with social type t̃x′ and α > γ belong to the only subset of agents that cannot use

their social identity cues to bias decision making towards undertaking the task. There-

fore, Φα>γ,t̃x′ ,σ
∗
i ,Π

= mint∈T Φα>γ,t,σ∗i ,Π
. When having α < γ, following Proposition 1,

the σ∗ of these agents implies the strongest bias of their own noisy perception towards

undertaking the outside option. Therefore, Φα<γ,t̃x′ ,σ
∗
i ,Π

= mint∈T Φα<γ,t,σ∗i ,Π
. Conse-

quently, Φα,t̃x′ ,σ
∗
i ,Π

= mint∈T Φα,t,σ∗i ,Π
. Agent’s with social types tmixed can use their

social identity cues to bias their own noisy perception both towards undertaking the

task and the outside option. Following Proposition 1, Φα>γ,tmixed,σ
∗
i ,Π
≤ Φα>γ,t̃x,σ∗i ,Π

,

and Φα<γ,tmixed,σ
∗
i ,Π
≥ Φα<γ,t̃x′ ,σ

∗
i ,Π

. It follows therefore that Φα,t̃x,σ∗i ,Π
> Φα,tmixed,σ

∗
i ,Π

>

Φα,t̃x′ ,σ
∗
i ,Π

. The selection effect follows from these population effects as described in the

proof of Corollary 1.1, as well as the proof of the fact that the population and selection

effects never reverse the order of representation in the social context. �

COROLLARY 2: Consider an agents with social type Θi = t. When this agents has

α > γ, σ∗i = κt if and only if ηt > 1. Otherwise, σ∗i = R. When agents have α < γ,

then σ∗i = κt if and only if η
t
< 1. Otherwise, σ∗i = R.

Proof. When agents choose σi to maximize V (σi), it follows that they will choose σi =

F if and only if F = argmaxσi∈{A,B,F,R} V (σi). When α > γ, maximizing V (σi) is

equivalent to maximizing Φα,t,σi,Π. We only have Φα,t,F,Π = maxσi∈{A,B,F,R}Φα,t,σi,Π

when πt > pt and F = κt. Vice versa, when α < γ. �
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COROLLARY 3: The introduction of the strategy σi = F does not invalidate the exis-

tence of a Non-Neutral Regime of Degree 2.

Proof. Consider a social context Π ∈ Ssym and perturb this social context, such that

Πδ ∈ Ssymδ . If F = argmaxt,k∈{A,B} η(πt, pt), η(πkx, p
k
x) for some t ∈ {10, 01}, then

π̃01 6= π̃10 and Π̃(σ,Πδ) /∈ Ssymδ . Therefore, Π̃(σ,Πδ) ∈ Ssymδ if and only if k =

argmaxt,k∈{A,B} η(πt, pt), η(πkx, p
k
x) for all t ∈ {10, 01}. When this condition is met,

we can again use Brouwer’s fixed point theorem to show that there exists a fixed point

Π∗ such that Π∗ = Π̃(σ,Π∗). �
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